
 

 

Std. 11  Time : 3 hrs. 

19-9-2016    Half Yearly Examination in   ENTREPRENEURSHIP M. Marks : 70 
  

 General Instructions:   
 i) Answer to the questions carrying 1 mark may be one word to one sentence. 
 ii) Answer to the questions carrying 3 marks should be of 50-70 words. 
 iii) Answer to the questions carrying 4-5 marks should be of 150 words. 
 iv) Answer to the questions carrying 6 marks should be of about 200 words. 
 v) Attempt all parts of question together.  

1. What is an enterprise?            (1) 

2. Which model of entrepreneurs are very commonly found in India?       (1) 

3. Which personality type of entrepreneurs are restless and enjoy working under  
 a certain amount of pressure?              (1) 

4. Who invented X-Rays?               (1) 

5. When and where ‘The George Foundation’ established?            (1) 

6. List out two social benefits of entrepreneurship.         (2) 

7. Briefly explain the categories of entrepreneur on the basis of application of technology.     (2) 

8. Motivators do well in almost all business that involves people. Why?      (2) 

9. What is brainstorming?            (2) 

10. Differentiate between feasibility study and business plan on the basis of  
 a)  Linkage   b)  Benefits.         (2) 

11. Briefly explain entrepreneurial functions of an entrepreneur.       (3) 

12. To everything in life, there are advantages and disadvantages; entrepreneurship is  
 no exception. List any three disadvantages.          (3) 

13. Motivational factor act as a catalyst for three types of entrepreneurs. Explain them.    (3) 

14. Entrepreneurial attitudes are acquired from different sources. Elaborate.       (3) 

15. A business plan serves many purposes. List out any three.        (3) 

16. Amidst of rapidly changing environment, it may seem that evaluation of ideas are a  
 big waste of time. Do you agree?   Write three justifications.          (3) 

17. Entrepreneurial actions are efforts to solve problems for others. Elaborate.      (3) 

18. The various external factors which may give rise to entrepreneurial risk. Explain in detail.  (4) 

19. Explain the types of feasibility study.           (4) 

20. Do you think Intrapreneur is necessary for an organisation?  Support your answer  
 with strong reasons.              (4) 
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21. Starting a venture is not an easy task. A series of activities needs to be planned and  
 undertaken to create an enterprise. Discuss them briefly.          (4) 

22. Explain Maslow’s Theory of Motivation.                 (6) 

23. Women entrepreneurs face a series of problems right from the beginning till  
 the enterprise functions. Explain in detail those problems.         (6) 

24. Each entrepreneur must be well equipped with different competencies to overcome  
 different barriers which may inhibit the growth of entrepreneurship.  
 Explain in detail those barriers.                      (6) 
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